CHASUBLES and DALMATICS

~ following the diagram to the left; the following measurements are necessary.

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet ___________

2. Neck ~ measure around the widest part of your neck; or clerical collar _________

3. Sleeve ~ Please measure exactly as shown and described: Measurement is obtained by bending elbow at a right angle, parallel to the floor and by measuring FROM THE BASE OF THE NECK (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) OVER THE SHOULDER, DOWN THE OUTSIDE OF THE ARM TO WHERE YOU WISH YOUR SLEEVE TO END (usually a little past the wrist bone ___________

STOLES ~ PRIEST

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet ___________

STOLES ~ DEACONS

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet ___________

4. Chest ~ measure around the widest part of your chest under your arms ___________

5. Waist ~ measure around your waist ___________
ALBS AND HABITS

following the diagram to the left; the indicated measurements are necessary.

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet ___________

2. Neck ~ measure around the widest part of your neck; or clerical collar _________

3. Sleeve ~ Please measure exactly as shown and described: Measurement is obtained by bending elbow at a right angle, parallel to the floor and by measuring FROM THE BASE OF THE NECK (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) OVER THE SHOULDER, DOWN THE OUTSIDE OF THE ARM TO WHERE YOU WISH YOUR SLEEVE TO END (usually a little past the wrist bone __________

4. Chest ~ measure around the widest part of your chest under your arms ___________

5. Waist ~ measure around your waist ___________

6. Center Back ~ (center back to hem) THIS MEASUREMENT IS THE OVERALL LENGTH OF YOUR HABIT OR ALB, FROM BASE OF NECK TO HEM. Measurement is obtained by measuring from the base of the neck (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) STRAIGHT DOWN YOUR BACK to where you wish your HEM to end (usually 3"-4" from the floor for albs; slightly less for habits. This measurement is also usually 10" - 12" less than the wearer’s overall height. The straight line on the diagram above __________

7. Center Back to Waist ~ necessary for placement of side slits, pockets, or belt loops. Again, start the measurement at the base of the neck (on the spine, see description in paragraph 6); straight down the back to the waist.

8. Center Back to Elbow ~ necessary for the Elbow Length Capuche ~ Again, start the measurement at the base of the neck (on the spine, see description in paragraph 6); straight down the back to your elbow with the arm straight down along the body.
SCAPULARS
ONLY IF ORDERED WITHOUT A HABIT

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet _________

2. Neck ~ measure around the widest part of your neck; or clerical collar _________

6. Center Back ~ (center back to hem) THIS MEASUREMENT IS THE OVERALL LENGTH OF YOUR HABIT OR ALB, FROM BASE OF NECK TO HEM. Measurement is obtained by measuring from the base of the neck (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) STRAIGHT DOWN YOUR BACK to where you wish your HEM to end

Note: if you want a particular width scapular ~ please indicate it here ________; otherwise it will be approximately 17" wide.

CAPUCHE
(ONLY IF ORDERED WITHOUT A HABIT)

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet _________

2. Neck ~ measure around the widest part of your neck; or clerical collar _________

ELBOW LENGTH CIRCULAR CAPUCHE:

8. Center Back to Elbow ~ necessary for the Elbow Length Capuche ~ Again, start the measurement at the base of the neck (on the spine, see description in paragraph 6); straight down the back to your elbow with the arm straight down along the body.
HABIT SHIRTS

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet ___________

2. Neck ~ measure around the widest part of your neck; or clerical collar ___________

3. Sleeve ~ Please measure exactly as shown and described: Measurement is obtained by bending elbow at a right angle, parallel to the floor and by measuring FROM THE BASE OF THE NECK (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) OVER THE SHOULDER, DOWN THE OUTSIDE OF THE ARM TO WHERE YOU WISH YOUR SLEEVE TO END (usually a little past the wrist bone ___________

4. Chest ~ measure around the widest part of your chest under your arms ___________

5. Waist ~ measure around your waist ___________

6. Center Back ~ (center back to hem) THIS MEASUREMENT IS THE OVERALL LENGTH OF YOUR HABIT SHIRT ~ FROM BASE OF NECK TO HEM. Measurement is obtained by measuring from the base of the neck (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) STRAIGHT DOWN YOUR BACK to where you wish your HEM to end (below the waist) The straight line on the diagram above ___________

SURPLICE

1. Height ~ overall height in stocking feet ___________

2. Neck ~ measure around the widest part of your neck; or clerical collar ___________

3. Sleeve ~ Please measure exactly as shown and described: Measurement is obtained by bending elbow at a right angle, parallel to the floor and by measuring FROM THE BASE OF THE NECK (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) OVER THE SHOULDER, DOWN THE OUTSIDE OF THE ARM TO WHERE YOU WISH YOUR SLEEVE TO END (usually a little past the wrist bone ___________

4. Chest ~ measure around the widest part of your chest under your arms ___________

5. Waist ~ measure around your waist ___________

6. Center Back ~ (center back to hem) THIS MEASUREMENT IS THE OVERALL LENGTH OF YOUR SURPLICE (for example mid thigh or full length) FROM BASE OF NECK TO HEM. Measurement is obtained by measuring from the base of the neck (on the spine where a shirt tag rests) STRAIGHT DOWN YOUR BACK to where you wish your HEM to end.